
Let’s make this Christmas extra special with our Quartets Card Game. It's not just a game; 
it's a bonding experience that also reinforces the English language skills and values we 
instil in our courses.

Helen Doron English Presents: The Christmas Quartets Emotions Card Game

What's Inside: The game features 36 cards, divided into 9 quartets (sets of 4 
cards). Each category is inspired by a certain emotion and the words assocaited 
with it.
Crafting the Cards: 

• Print the cards on an A4 paperboard (hard paper) – one-sided printing.
• Cut out the cards along the indicated lines. Make sure to be precise so that 

the cards look neat. Cut both the character cards and the back-side cards.
• Carefully glue each coloured character card – the front – to the back of a 

card.
Box It Up: If you wish, you can also craft a game box to store the cards. Follow 
the box-making instructions provided.
Let the Games Begin: Now that everything is set, gather your family and dive 
into the game! Just follow the game instructions, and you're good to go.

Enjoy and Ho Ho Ho! 

Season’s Greetings! 
May your Christmas be merry and your New Year filled with joy. The team at 
Helen Doron English is thrilled to introduce our special Christmas Quartets Card 
Game—a delightful family activity that promises fun during the festive season.
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How to Play:
Objective: The aim is to collect as many Quartets as 
possible. The player with the most complete sets 
emerges victorious!
Getting Started: Shuffle the cards well. Each player is 
dealt 5 cards, which they should hold without revealing. 
Place the remaining cards face-down in a pile at the 
centre of the table.
Taking Turns: The first player inquires if another player 
possesses a card from a specific category based on the 
cards they hold. For example, if you have a card from the 
"Happiness" category, you may ask another player if 
they have a card from the same category.

•If the answer is "No," the turn concludes for
that player.

•If the answer is "Yes," the asking player attempts to 
guess which specific card from that category the other 
player holds (e.g., "Embrace"). The turn continues 
until a "No" response is received.

Completing a Quartet: Upon gathering all four cards of 
a category, place the completed Quartet set aside on the 
table.
Replenishing Hands: Players should maintain a hand of 
5 cards at least by drawing additional cards from the 
central pile as needed.

Enjoy!
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